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ABSTRACT
While the recently completed U.S. Federal Building in San Francisco features numerous
sustainable aspects that reduce energy demand, the most impressive feature required a distinctive
structural floor system. Designers applied a non-linear, integrative approach between varying
disciplines whose systems are typically mutually exclusive to construct a high-performance
building system. Through the use of upturned concrete T-beams, designers created a naturally
ventilated workspace that employs the thermal mass of an exposed concrete ceiling. This
concrete absorbs heat during the day and is purged at night by cool breezes.
This study investigates the inherent structural and constructability properties associated with
upturned concrete beam systems in conjunction with its environmental performance so as to
better understand its feasibility. A design case study is conducted to evaluate the related
construction material and labor costs using ACI 318 practices.
The results confirm the innate structural and construction properties while reasons for
efficiencies and detriments of the upturned concrete beam system in comparison to a standard T-
beam system are discussed. A payback period for the time in which the initial investments in
potentially more expensive construction practices is calculated applying average energy saving
data. Improvements to the design of upturned concrete beam system are also proposed as well as
improvements to the role of the structural engineer in designing for energy minimization.
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1.o Introduction
At the dawn of a new era that demands a substantial reduction in energy consumption
and natural resource depletion, there is little doubt that the building sector is the
proverbial "elephant in the room." Buildings in the United States are responsible for
72% of electrical demand, 38% of carbon dioxide emissions, 40% of raw material usage,
and 39% of total energy consumption [1]. Given projections of building energy
consumption increases upwards of 2.5% over the next two decades along with the
current demand, it is increasingly evident that significant reductions in building energy
efficiency are imperative (See Figure 1) [2]. In a recently-released report by the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development, analysts specifically call for a 6o%
reduction in energy consumption by 2050 [3]
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Figure i: Projected Energy Consumption by Sector [2]
While numerous solutions are being derived by architects and service engineers, the role
of the structural engineer in the sustainable age is still in question. The classic approach
is highly linear, involving the efficient design of structural systems for lightness given
architectural constraints. Some structural engineers are inclined to even perform life
cycle analyses to decide upon proper building materials. Today's demand for efficient
buildings, however, calls for a more non-linear approach dependent upon a cross-
disciplinary understanding of the interaction between varying systems. It is this
collaborative approach that can fuse separate building systems into one high-
performance system.
The recent completion of the United States Federal Building in San Francisco has shed
light on this integrative process through the melding of environmental, structural, and
aesthetical performance (See Figure 2). Of particular interest is the building's inclusion
of an upturned concrete beam system (UCBS). Whereas a typical floor system involve
occupants standing directly on a concrete slab with a suspended acoustic ceiling above,
the upturned system inverts this concept so as to expose a concrete ceiling while
occupants stand on raised access flooring (See Figure 3). The exposed thermal mass of
the concrete ceiling effectively absorbs heat generated by occupants, lighting, and
electrical equipment rising throughout the day and is then cooled by natural ventilation
at night to significantly reduce cooling loads [41].
Figure 2: U.S. Federal Building in San Francisco 151
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Figure 3: U.S. Federal Building Section [8]
In the mind of the structural engineer, two perceptions tend to be common regarding
the plausibility of the upturned beam system: 1) the upturned beam, as an inverted T-
beam, requires considerably more concrete to oppose bending forces and 2) the forming
and placement of such a system is more difficult and costly. It is the purpose of this
study to investigate these claims by addressing the relative structural and
constructability properties of the upturned beam system. These principles are then
applied in a case-study of the U.S. Federal Building floor plan to more suitably
understand the full cost implications of such a system. Standard design calculations as
stipulated by ACI 318 are performed in all analyses [6]. First, however, a discussion of
the configuration's potential environmental benefits is necessary for the structural
engineer to apply such understanding in a non-linear design scenario.
2.0 Environmental Properties of Upturned Beam Floor
System
2.1 Natural Ventilation with Exposed Thermal Mass
The driving force behind the implementation of the upturned beam system is natural
ventilation with an exposed thermal mass. Natural ventilation essentially harnesses
varying wind patterns and diurnal temperature variations in order to cool buildings [7].
The U.S. Federal Building in San Francisco utilizes a narrow floor plate with high
ceilings to maximize wind speed through the structure (See Figure 4) [8]. Although it is
most effective in mild climates such as that of San Francisco, the fundamental principles
of natural ventilation can be utilized to some benefit in any climate.
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Figure 4: Natural Ventilation at U.S. Federal Building [8]
The inclusion of thermal mass, however, proves to be far more efficient than that of
natural ventilation alone. During the day, heat generated from occupants, lighting, and
computers is absorbed by the exposed thermal mass while natural ventilation assists in
cooling occupants. At night, colder breezes are utilized to extract heat from the charged
slab (See Figure 5). In climates with minimum diurnal temperature variations of 5 'C
per day, a typical naturally ventilated building reduces heat gains by 25 W/m2 whereas
the same system using thermal mass can provide an additional 15 to 20 W/m2 reduction,
effectively lowering the peak temperature by 3 OC [9]. The combined system can reach a
20% reduction in cooling energy due to the thermal mass absorbing excess heat and
utilizing low-cost off peak-hour utility charges for thermal mass cooling. [lo].
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Figure 5: Natural Ventilation with Thermal Mass Section [9]
The effectiveness of thermal mass itself is determined by its heat storage capacity and
conductivity. A higher heat storage capacity reduces internal temperature by averaging
daily extremes. It also delays the time at which the peak temperature occurs through
thermal phase lag. In order to adequately charge and discharge with its surrounding
environment in a reasonable time, a working thermal mass requires sufficient
conductivity. Due to its high volumetric heat capacity and sufficient conductivity,
concrete is an ideal thermal mass material at a thickness of at least to cm [9].
In a building, the exposed surface area of thermal mass proves to be the most critical
parameter due to the necessary heat transfer. For open-floor office buildings, the ceiling
has the largest continuous square footage. A wave-profiled slab was designed for the
U.S. Federal Building in San Francisco to maximize this parameter while also providing
structural efficiency (See Figure 6) [4]. To further increase heat transfer, designers can
enhance convection by increasing airflow over the mass [9].
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Figure 6: Waveform Slab Profile [4]
As an alternative to simply providing night-time external air to cool thermally-charged
slabs, mechanically-driven "pre-cooling" can be utilized to prepare for warm days. By
using off-peak electricity charges, designers can achieve cooling savings of up to 50%.
However, this rate of savings is highly dependent upon variable utility rates and upon
the hours at which pre-cooling can be performed [io].
Although the potential benefits of natural ventilation with an exposed concrete ceiling
are promising, it is important to note that the actual energy savings are extremely site-
2900
dependent. Extensive modeling of system parameters that can properly include the
effects of natural ventilation and exposed thermal mass must be performed to establish
operating costs [11]. Nonetheless, the benefits are evident and should at least be
considered in conceptual design. Moreover, in cases where external climate is less than
ideal for exclusively naturally ventilated systems, designers can still employ the
fundamental principles through "hybrid" ventilation schemes with mechanical
assistance.
2.2 Access Flooring and Underfloor Air Distribution System
While the primary environmental feature of the upturned beam floor system is to allow
for natural ventilation with an exposed concrete ceiling, more advantages exist at the
ground level. By inverting the stems of concrete beams on top of the slab with access
flooring above, the upturned beam creates an underfloor plenum. This provides easy
access of electrical wiring, telecommunications, plumbing, and air distribution while
providing increased adaptability for future innovations [12].
As previously mentioned, buildings with climates that may require mechanical
assistance can still achieve notable energy savings through use of a hybrid ventilation
system. The plenum below the floor created by the upturned beam system can utilize an
underfloor air distribution system (UFAS). UFAS delivers conditioned air at the floor
level and retrieves it at the ceiling. In the same manner that the exposed concrete
ceiling takes advantage of building heat rising during the day, UFAS uses this natural
buoyancy of heat to produce a vertical temperature gradient. More simply stated, heat
produced in the occupied zone does not have to be cooled as it naturally moves into the
unoccupied zone above head-level. Less mechanically-cooled air is required for
occupant comfort, and therefore cooling energy is reduced [13]. Again, the site-specific
performance of such a system should be modeled by an HVAC engineer to adequately
determine operating cost gains.
2.3 Architectural Concerns
Given the potential increased energy performance of the upturned beam floor system, it
is important to note possible architectural trade-offs. While the exposed concrete
ceiling combines architectural, structural, and mechanical building systems, it can also
lead to excessive noise reverberation. Sufficient action must be taken through either
sound absorbent panels or thicker carpet [9]
Another architectural concern central to UCBS is the inclusion of access flooring.
Proper consideration needs to be given to occupant comfort walking on more flexible
floor surfaces. While it may be acceptable in most situations such as in office buildings,
other venues such as residences may be less agreeable.
3.o Comparison of T-Beam and Upturned Beam
Structural Properties
3.1 Flexural Properties Comparison
In flexural design, even the most complicated structural system simplifies to the concept
of a force couple. As both the magnitude of the force and that of the moment arm
increase, so increases the moment exponentially. In typical floor construction, in-
between floor heights usually constrain the latter parameter of the force couple concept;
thus it is ideal to maximize the magnitude of force in a limited space. Due to the ACI
318 requirement for all beams to be under-reinforced, there is an upper limit on the
amount of tensile reinforcement that can be applied for a given concrete section [6].
Though the amount of tensile steel can increase if there is a larger compression zone,
beam geometry determines the upper limit. For example, the T-beam shown in Figure 7
may have more than ample compression area due to the inclusion of the slab as a flange,
but the width of the stem may be too narrow to properly accommodate the maximum
allowable amount of tensile reinforcement. Certainly, one may wish to increase the
width of the stem to provide ample space for reinforcement, but the added concrete
supplies excessive dead load, which can prove uneconomical.
Figure 7: Typical T-Beam Section
For the upturned T-beam shown in Figure 8 (also referred to as an inverted T-beam),
the central problem lies with the geometry of the compression zone. Without the use of
the slab as a compressive flange, there is simply not enough concrete to balance
increased amounts of tensile reinforcement. Thus in positive bending (where
compression in the slab for standard T-beams versus in the stem for the upturned
beam), the standard T-beam is almost always more efficient for single-reinforced beams
with identical cross-sectional properties [141].
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Figure 8: Upturned T-Beam Section
The aforementioned limitation in typical T-beams where tensile reinforcement cannot
fit within the width of the stem can be viewed as a possible advantage for upturned T-
beams. If designers can find a way to install more tensile reinforcing within the wider
flange, they can provide an increased moment capacity that can lessen the flexural
disadvantage in comparison to typical T-beams. Again, the limitation here is the
amount of concrete that can equally balance the force of the steel to maintain an under-
reinforced state. This can be accomplished through the addition of compressive
reinforcement, referred to as doubly-reinforced beams [141].
3.1.1 Application of Doubly-Reinforced Beams
Double reinforcement in beams enables designers to exceed the under-reinforced
limitation of steel area on the tensile side by providing steel reinforcement to assist in
the compressive zone (See Figure 9). With the added compressive steel minimizing the
disadvantage of an insufficient concrete section, additional tensile steel can be added to
increase the total moment capacity [14]. While most concrete beams in practice have
reinforcing at both vertical extremes throughout their full lengths, the presence of
double-reinforcement is usually ignored due to the tensile reinforcement not being
stressed to full capacity.
Fc + Fs' d /
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Figure 9: Upturned T-Beam Force-Strain Diagram
When considering double reinforcement given certain architectural constraints, careful
attention must be given to the width of the beam stem. In the same manner that the
stem width may limit the typical T-beam's capacity to fit the necessary steel, the same
consideration should be made for the upper limit of added compressive reinforcement.
Another concern is the amount of tensile steel required to balance the additional force of
the added compressive steel. Because ACI 318 stipulates that the extreme tensile
reinforcement should yield before any concrete crushing, this does not guarantee the
yielding of the compressive steel. The stress in the compressive steel is actually
dependent upon the location of the neutral axis (established by the concrete and the
original tensile reinforcement) and the distance from the extreme compressive surface,
d' (See Figure 9). For example, if the compressive steel is only reaching 75% of its yield
stress, only 75% of the total compressive steel must be added in the tensile region [141].
With the high cost of steel reinforcing material and labor, certainly there is a theoretical
upper limit to the amount of steel added before simply increasing the gross concrete
section would be more feasible. Although this concept is not further investigated here, it
is considered to be a marginal issue due to the limited amount of steel that can fit within
a given width of concrete. Moreover, the added concrete adds superfluous dead load,
which can require even more flexural reinforcing and prove valueless.
3.1.2 Application of Higher Strength Concretes
While the addition of compressive steel increases the force capacity in the compression
zone, another alternative is to simply increase the compressive strength of the concrete.
By using higher strength concretes for the same geometric cross section, designers can
achieve greater compressive capacities without adding compressive steel or adding more
concrete. Of course, the major trade-off is cost. Although the difference in price
between compressive strength concretes of 3000 and 6ooo psi concretes is $28 per
cubic yard, the difference between 6ooo and 8ooo psi concrete is $88 per cubic yard
(See Figure lo) [15]. At this price, a typical large office floor slab of looo cubic yards of
concrete would cost $88,000 more with 8ooo psi concrete than with 6ooo psi concrete.
This value may be too much for savings in reinforcement to surpass. Until prices of
higher strength concretes come down, typical concrete floor slabs will most likely only
be economical using concretes with compressive strengths less than 8000 psi.
Cost of Concrete per CY [REF]
Figure 10: Price per Cubic Yard Concrete [15]
3.2 Shear Properties Comparison
Unlike the variances in properties for flexure, the inherent properties of typical T-beams and
upturned beams are identical for the same cross sections. Maximum shear stresses occur at the
neutral axis of the gross concrete section, and since these gross sections are identical, their
maximums occur in the same vertical locations [14]. Consequently, there should theoretically be
no difference in shear reinforcement ratios if applied in the same floor plan. Realistically, if
construction methodology requires a cold joint in the section, more steps must be taken to ensure
proper shear strength. This specific concern is addressed in Sections 4.2.
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4.o Constructability Performance
4.1 Upturned Beam Construction Methodology
In typical T-beam construction, carpenters and rodmen build both the beam and
elevated slab formwork with the associated reinforcing concurrently to allow for a
monolithic placement of the floor system. In order for the upturned beam floor system
to achieve a similar construction methodology, carpenters must construct hanging
forms for the elevated beam placement. While this type of formwork is difficult to
ensure adequate dimensional tolerance and may require excessive forming material, it is
even more difficult to place monolithically, as the head pressure of the elevated concrete
works to "push up" the surrounding slab below to establish equilibrium. To account for
this hydraulic action, contractors must let the concrete first placed in the slab set
enough so that the placement of the upturned beam concrete will not change the top
elevation of the slab. However, allowing concrete to set to varying degrees while
attempting a monolithic placement increases the risk of cold joint formation.
Given the problems associated with hanging formwork and the possibility of cold joint
formation in a monolithic concrete placement, it is the aim of this investigation to apply
an alternative construction methodology that utilizes two placement phases for UCBS.
In the first phase, contractors build flat-plate elevated slab formwork while rodmen
install slab reinforcement with web reinforcing stirrups doweling out of the slab in the
upturned beam locations (See Figure 11). After placing the slab and allowing time for
proper concrete setting, contractors can install the upturned beam formwork, install
stem flexural reinforcing, and then place the beams themselves (See Figure 12). Of
course, there are several innate advantages and disadvantages to the proposed system,
which are discussed in the following sections.
Placed Slab
Concrete
Stirups doweled
out of slab
Slab Fomwo /
Figure 11: Phase 1 of Upturned T-Beam Construction
Beam-Stem Formwork
Placed Beam-
Stem Concrete
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Figure 12: Phase 2 of Upturned T-Beam Construction
4.2 Cold Joint - Shear Friction Analysis
Perhaps the most obvious disadvantage of two separate concrete placements is the
aforementioned formation of a cold joint between concrete surfaces. In any T-beam
construction, inverted or standard, a cold joint between the flange and the stem
eliminates nearly all horizontal shear strength from the concrete. Moreover, this loss in
shear strength occurs in the vicinity of the neutral axis where horizontal shear forces are
the greatest [14]. In order to account for this loss, proper web reinforcing must be
installed so as to provide adequate doweling action against nominal shear forces.
Through shear-friction design, ACI 318 stipulates the previous in the following formula:
V, = OA f v [6]
The variable p in this formula reflects the friction capacity of the contact surface. In the
case of a cold joint for normal weight concrete, the maximum value of p is 1.o and is
attained through roughening of the contact surface by 1/4" [6]. Whereas typical design
in beams focuses primarily on diagonal tension, beams with cold joints must either have
sufficient web reinforcing for diagonal tension to provide adequate horizontal shear
strength or include more reinforcing. The addition of keyways transverse to the
longitudinal direction of beams may be highly desirable and cost effective in the event
that additional shear reinforcement is necessary. ACI 318 does not discuss this
possibility, thus extensive tests and modeling would need to be performed to merit its
use. This possibility is discussed further in Chapter 6.o.
4.3 Concrete Forming
If design circumstances call for more web reinforcing due to horizontal shear at the cold
joint, the upturned beam system clearly is at a disadvantage to a standard T-beam floor
system. An inherent trade-off, however, exists in the forming of the upturned beam
floor system. In terms of difficulty of construction, logic dictates that contractors would
prefer forming one flat continuous surface for the elevated slab and then placing job-
built vertical forms for the sides of the beam rather than building custom formwork for
depressed beams integrated with the slab. The construction time saved due to the speed
at which contractors could install this simple formwork system could easily exceed the
time lost in letting the slab concrete set before installing beam forms. While it is
difficult to quantify the advantages in formwork simplicity and construction speed, it is
quite simple to exhibit the material savings in formwork. According to the 2009 edition
of the RS Means Building and Construction Cost Data, the average cost of beam
formwork per square foot of contact area is $9.25 for material and associated labor
whereas the average cost of slab formwork per square foot of contact area is $6.75 [151].
(These area costs represent formwork that is used at least four times before being
discarded and were chosen due to application of this study to large office buildings with
repetitive construction.) The only quantifiable difference between standard T-beam and
the upturned beam floor forming systems is in the type of formwork for the width of the
stem, bw. While standard T-beams require the more expensive beam formwork in this
area, the upturned beam system only requires slab formwork (See Figure 13). This
difference may appear small, but as the case study shows, local savings in formwork
amount to major global savings relative to construction materials.
Standard T-Beam Upturned Beam
bwbw
Beam Formwork Slab Formwork
over bw @ $9.25/SF over bw @ $6.75/SF
Figure 13: T-Beam Formwork Comparison
4.4 Concrete Finishing
In typical construction, concrete placement involves screeding, floating, and troweling.
In large office buildings involving repetitive construction, typical T-beam floor systems
employ the use of a power-screed, a bull-float, and a ride-on machine trowel, costing an
average total of $0.39 per square foot [15]. Standard floor finishing operations require a
higher quality finish even if covered by carpet so that occupants do not feel
imperfections in concrete. Large, repetitive office floor plans such as those taking
advantage of the aforementioned thermal mass properties would most likely employ this
faster and cheaper automated operation as opposed to more laborious manual troweling
methods.
Due to the orientation of the upturned beam floor system, the same level of quality
required in standard construction is not necessary due to the access flooring. A manual
screed followed by the use of a bull float can achieve the desired finish quality for the
services that will be in direct contact with the concrete. The cost of this finishing system
averages at $0.32 per square foot [15]. Thus, the upturned beam system achieves a
$0.07 per square foot advantage over typical construction methods requiring higher
quality finishes. Though this figure is small, it can accumulate significant cost
advantages for large floor spaces.
Figure 14: Float Finish with Bull Float [16]
Figure 15: Ride-on Trowel Machine [17]
4.5 Access Flooring vs. Suspended Ceiling
Although not typically considered first by structural engineers when conceiving floor
system, heavy architectural finishes such as access flooring and suspended ceiling carry
a heavy proportion of total floor cost per square foot. At an average of $6.90 per square
foot for material and labor, rigid-grid access flooring is considerably more expensive
than the $3.85 per square foot typical fiberglass suspended ceilings employed in office
buildings [15]. In this regard, the upturned beam floor system has a $3.05 per square
foot disadvantage. While differences in raw structural material can prove advantageous
with upturned beams, it is this glaring cost that the case study shall prove must be
surpassed by building operating cost savings. Figure 16 shows the pedestals and
stringers of a rigid-grid access flooring system before panels are installed.
Figure 16: Raised Access Flooring [18]
5.o Case Study & Analysis
In order to normalize the structural and construction advantages and disadvantages of
the upturned beam floor system, an extensive case study was conducted using the floor
plan nearly identical to that of the U.S. Federal Building in San Francisco (See Figure 2).
The results of this analysis can be utilized to understand the intrinsic benefits or
detriments of the upturned beam floor system and provide further discussion on the
enhancements necessary for better structural and constructability performance. By
comparing the associated costs of the UCBS with a standard T-beam floor system,
structural designers can gage the savings needed in mechanical operating costs to make
the system cost-effective and thus easier for owners and architects to readily adopt.
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Figure 17: Case Study Floor Plan Adapted from U.S. Federal Building [8]
The floor plan used in this analysis is shown in Figure 17. One-way elevated slabs span
over three bays at 20 feet each, feeding gravity loads to beams that span 28.5 feet, from
which load is transferred through vertical columns to the ground. The total square
footage of this floor plan is 20,520 square feet. Naturally, a more economical floor
topology could be determined from successive iterations, but this was ignored for this
case study since it was actually built in practice. The applied loadings were determined
through ASCE 7-05. While the concrete frames in this configuration make the beams
perform laterally, the effect of lateral loadings is ignored. Accordingly, the governing
uniform factored loading is the following:
Wu = 1.2D + 1.6L
D= weight of concrete structure
L=loopsf [191
Although the minimum loading required for typical office buildings is 50 psf for normal
occupancy, a live loading of loo psf was selected for conservatism in the case of corridor
loadings and heavy office equipment [19].
As previously mentioned, all concrete calculations were subject to the ACI 318 Building
Code. It is critical to note that all maximum slab and beam moments were calculated
using ACI approximate moment coefficients. Using these values, the maximum moment
always occurs for negative bending. As such, upturned beams perform as typical T-
beams under critical loadings whereas standard T-beams perform as upturned beams.
This clearly yields a cross-sectional advantage to UCBS for the assumed moment
distribution. However, further analysis will show that the relative stiffness of the beam
to the columns will determine the actual moment distribution. If the columns are stiffer
relative to the columns, the moment distribution will consist of significant negative
moments. On the other hand, if the beam is stiffer than the columns, the moment
distribution will more closely resemble that of a simply supported beam with a
considerable positive moment.
In order to facilitate the analysis, several more assumptions were made that could
impede the optimization of the system. All clear spans were conservatively taken to be
on-center distances since column sizes were unknown. All flexural calculations involved
the use of the Whitney Stress Block [14]. Furthermore, all flexural reinforcement at the
top and bottom of the beam sections spans the full length of the beam. In areas where
double reinforcement is not required or where moments are reduced, further
optimization could employ flexural reinforcement cutoff or bending. Opting not to
cutoff reinforcement is actually realistic in most cases, however, as rodmen require
flexural reinforcing at both vertical extremes to properly anchor web stirrups [141].
Another design simplification in this analysis involves maintaining the same spacing of
shear reinforcement over the full span of the beam even in areas where shear stresses
are drastically reduced. To assist in quantity calculation, all reinforcing development
and lap lengths were ignored. This should not significantly affect the results, as similar
lengths would be required for both the UCBS and typical T-beam systems.
Finally, all optimization features such as the utilization of double reinforcing and
multiple-strength concretes were applied to both the upturned beam and typical T-beam
systems. While more favorable results for the UCBS could be attained by only
performing the most simplified ACI 318 design calculations for the standard T-beam
system, the results would not be as justifiable especially considering the applied
moment distribution.
Three parameters were varied in the optimization of the floor systems. The web (also
referred to as the stem) thickness was varied by two inches from to inches to 40 inches.
The height, although less flexible due to architectural constraints, was varied by six
inches from 12 inches to 36 inches. Five different compressive strength concretes were
analyzed: 3000 psi, 4000 psi, 5000 psi, 6ooo psi, and 8ooo psi. In general, the most
cost-effective concrete building solution will be the lightest. Thus for a given in-between
floor height, the cheapest solution will typically involves the narrowest web to
accompany the tensile reinforcement required to resist the ultimate factored moment.
The cost results for these varying parameters are compiled in Appendices 9.2 and 9.3.
5.1 Design Methodology
5.1.1 Slab Design
For the given floor topology, the slab design for both the upturned beam floor system and the
standard T-beam system are identical. Table 9.5(a) of ACI 318 lists minimum thicknesses for
non-prestressed one-way slabs of given clear spans. For both ends continuous, the table yields a
minimum thickness of 5pan /28. This value governs unless designers can prove a thinner slab to
meet the deflection requirements of Table 9.5(b). For floors supporting non-structural elements
such as access flooring, the table prescribes a maximum deflection of 1,pan/480 [6]. Maximum
economy can be achieved by opting to design for the deflection requirement due to the reduced
dead load. For the loadings applied in this case-study, the neutral axis of typical T-beams under
positive loading stays well within the flange. Therefore, minimizing slab/flange thickness does
not impair the compressive capacity of the typical T-beam.
Using the parameters associated with the Whitney Stress Block, a minimum reinforcing ratio is
established to resist the maximum factored moment. Again, from ACI moment coefficients, this
maximum moment occurs in negative bending. A check for minimum temperature reinforcing is
necessary to ensure an increase in slab reinforcing is not necessary. Once reinforcing is
established, the associated cracked and uncracked moment of inertias are calculated to determine
an effective moment of inertia, le, which in tandem with the concrete stiffness, Ec, can calculate
instantaneous deflection under the given loading. An additional factor must be added to this
value to account for deflection under creep. Using an iterative approach through Microsoft
Excel®, a minimal slab thickness that does not exceed deflection requirements is obtained.
Originally, the slab reinforcement ratio was not established to only meet strength requirements.
Instead, the reinforcement ratio was maximized while still maintaining under-reinforced
behavior. While this significantly reduced the slab size and consequently the associated dead
load, the heavy increases in reinforcing dominated the costs of other reinforcing such as for beam
flexure and shear. Moreover, because higher strengths concretes allow for higher reinforcing
ratios, there was little advantage in using these increasing strength concretes for improved
flexural strengths. The detailed calculations for the slab reinforcing and thickness determination
are shown in Appendix 9.1.2.
5.1.2 Flexural Design
With the slab/flange thickness determined, each beam system's flexural reinforcing was
established. The effective width of the flange was ascertained by ACI 318 specifications [6].
Given the prescribed concrete dimensions for each cross-sectional variation, the total dead plus
live loading was used to calculate the maximum positive and negative bending moments.
Because both the UCBS and the standard T-beam system undergo the other's defining bending
orientation given the positive and negative moments, flexural reinforcing calculations were
subdivided. First, reinforcing for inverted T-beam bending (where the stem is in compression)
was designed simultaneously for both systems under their respective maximum moments. Next,
reinforcing for standard T-beam bending (where the flange is in tension) was designed also
concurrently. In each of these design sequences, Whitney Stress Block parameters were used to
establish the required reinforcing ratio for each section. If this value exceeded the maximum
allowable ratio for under-reinforced behavior, the necessary compressive reinforcement was
calculated to adequately resist the associated moment. For the added steel in the compressive
zone, an amount proportional to the stress of the compressive was added in the tensile zone to
maintain under-reinforced behavior as was discussed in Subsection 3.1.1. All maximum
reinforcing ratios were calculated using a minimum tensile strain, st, of 0.005, which has an
associated strength-reduction factor, 0, of 0.9. While a value of 0.004 is acceptable, the
associated strength-reduction factor is not economical even with the increased amount of steel
[14].
Once the required reinforcement areas for flexure were established, a reinforcing fit check was
performed. To simplify calculation, number 14 bars (1 3/4" diameter) were assumed for all
flexural reinforcing. ACI 318 stipulates that at least one nominal bar size must be left between
each reinforcing bar. In addition, the calculations assumed a number 4 stirrup (1/2" diameter)
and a 1 1/2" cover outside the extreme flexural reinforcing bars. Beam variations with beam
widths that did not meet minimum requirements due to bar fit issues were discarded. The
detailed calculations for flexural reinforcing design and bar fit checks are shown in Appendix
9.1.3.
5.1.3 Shear Design
For shear design in reinforced concrete beams, typical practice calls for web reinforcement to
resist the development of diagonal tension cracks. The maximum shear stress in the
beam, w, 1 / 2, must be resisted by the combined shear strength of the concrete, Vn, and web
reinforcement, Vs. In this analysis, the conservative calculation of Vn was used. This depends
upon the compressive strength of concrete, web thickness, and effective depth. The remainder of
the required shear strength provided by web reinforcement is dependent upon the spacing of
reinforcement. To ease calculation and ensure minimal stirrup sizing, the minimum spacing of
4" permitted by ACI 318 was selected [14].
While the shear design for the typical T-beams only included design for diagonal tension, the
upturned beam floor system construction methodology required the checking of horizontal shear
strength at the cold joint between the flange and the beam stem. To calculate the shear stress at
the joint, the following formula was used:
r= [14]
Ibw
Once the shear stress for the given section was obtained, the stress was converted to a force
corresponding to the tributary area around each dowel. This maximum shear force was then used
to calculated the required dowel area through the following equation previously mentioned in
Section 4.2:
V, = OAfy f,
Again, p was taken as 1.0 due to the " surface roughening that would be applied at the cold
joint. Ideally, the web reinforcement calculated from diagonal tension would be sufficient to
resist horizontal stresses due to the cold joint, although this is addressed in the following section.
The detailed shear calculations are shown in Appendix 9.1.4.
5.1.4 Cost Tabulation
In order to more readily compare the structural, construction, architectural finish advantages and
disadvantages, cost data was subdivided into four sections: structural material and labor,
formwork, finishing, and access flooring or suspended ceiling. Structural material and labor was
further subdivided into concrete, slab steel, flexural steel, and web shear steel costs. Although
these activities and their associated costs are not exhaustive for the entire construction sequence,
they provide adequate means of comparison between the UCBS and the T-beam system. The
cost of concrete, formwork, finishing, and access flooring or suspended ceiling were previously
mentioned in Subsection 3.1.2, Section 4.3, Section 4.4, and Section 4.5, respectively. Steel
costs were broken into two categories. All flexural reinforcement was priced to be between
number 8 and number 18 reinforcing bars, costing $2,575 per ton. All shear reinforcing and slab
reinforcing including transverse temperature bars were assumed to be between number 2 and
number 7 reinforcing bars, costing $3,150 per ton. All price data includes cost of material and
labor where applicable as reported by the RS Means Building Construction Cost Data 2009
Edition [15].
5.2 Results
Given the U.S. Federal Building in San Francisco's floor plan, varying the height, beam width,
and compressive strength of concrete produced considerable data with contrasting degrees of
predictability. All gross total floor cost data for the UCBS and standard T-Beam system is
summarized in Appendices 9.2 and 9.3, respectively. The most cost-effective floor beam system
employed a standard T-beam construction, yielding a gross total floor cost of $445,650. The
beam system had the median height of 24 inches, the thinnest possible web at 10 inches, and a
5000 psi compressive strength concrete. The most cost-effective upturned beam system cost
17.2% more at $522,423.90. The UCBS option had a height of 30 inches, a beam width of 10
inches, and also 5000 psi concrete. There are several important observations to make from these
results. First, the thinnest possible beam width for a given beam height was universally more
economical. This agrees with the design maxim to minimize beam cross-section especially in
width so as to avoid superfluous concrete that can excessively increase dead loading. Figures 18
and 19 confirm this by showing the increases in total cost for increasing stem width. Though
Figure 19 highlights the increased flexural reinforcement required due to increasing dead load,
Figure 20 reveals a more interesting and dramatic increase for increased beam width, which
further explains the increased cost. For increased widths of concrete, less shear reinforcing is
required due to the increased nominal strength in concrete from conservative calculations in ACI
318. However, because less web reinforcing is required for these greater thicknesses, ACI 318
stipulates an even more conservative code for minimum shear reinforcement that increases with
increasing web thickness.
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Figure 18: UCBS Total Cost per SF for h=24"
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Figure 19: UCBS Flexural Cost per SF for h=24"
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Figure 20: UCBS Shear Cost per SF for h=24"
Another important observation is that 5000 psi concrete proved more economical due to its
supply of a greater magnitude compressive force relative to a minor price increase over 3000 and
4000 psi concretes. 6000 and especially 8000 psi concretes proved to be too costly for the added
benefit of increased magnitude in the force couple discussed in Section 3.1. Illustrative of this
concept is the price of the smallest possible 8000 psi concrete section (h=12", bw=20") being
$72,840 more costly than the most economical UCBS option.
When analyzing this most economical option of the UCBS, it may not be clear why it was not
more cost-effective with a 24 inch beam height. Appendix 9.2 shows that flexural reinforcement
in the web would not fit for this width. This was also the case for several other UCBS options
with beam heights less than 30 inches. Upon further consideration, the initial concern expressed
in Section 3.1 that the stem may be too narrow for standard sections in positive bending also
applies for upturned beams that are in negative bending. This is especially true for very shallow
beams that experience considerable moments. In order to provide a greater force magnitude to
account for the decreased moment arm, extra tensile steel must be placed in the stem. However,
when the stem is too small, the tensile steel simply does not fit. This is less of a problem for
upturned sections in positive bending since only a marginal amount of compressive steel has to
be added to the stem while the flange has considerably more room to embed increased amounts
of tensile reinforcement. In this scenario where negative moments are markedly larger than
positive moments, the upturned beam is more susceptible to web width limitation.
Despite the added height necessary to achieve the most inexpensive option for the UCBS, a beam
width increased by four inches at the 24 inch height yields a UCBS option that is only $2754.40
more costly. Thus, architects still have the option to employ shallower in-between floor systems
without drastically increasing total floor price. Due to the $3.05 per square foot disadvantage in
installing access flooring for UCBS as opposed to suspended ceiling for typical construction (see
Section 4.4), it was expected that the UCBS would be more expensive. However, after
subtracting the $3.05 per square foot applied over the 20,520 square foot floor area from the
difference in costs, one will find that the standard T-beam system is still $19,453.50 less
expensive. This implies that the structural and construction disadvantages outweigh the
advantages for the UCBS compared to standard construction. A further breakdown of costs is
necessary to understand the source of the economic discrepancies.
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Figures 21 and 22 show total cost decompositions for 24 inch deep, 14 inch wide, 5000 psi
concrete beams for the upturned beam system and standard T-beam system, respectively. Both
of these figures display the very large proportion of total cost consumed by the concrete and its
formwork as well as the access flooring or suspended ceiling while benefits in concrete finishing
are minimal. Figures 23 and 24 show reinforcement cost decompositions for the same upturned
and standard beams, respectively. Here, it is clear that the UCBS option requires substantially
more shear reinforcement to resist horizontal forces at the cold joint. Figure 25 reiterates this
notion by showing the increasing disadvantage in shear reinforcing costs for the UCBS as web
thickness increases.
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Figure 25: Shear Reinforcement Cost Difference, (UCBS - Standard)
Given the relative shortcoming of the upturned concrete beam system regarding shear
reinforcement, there is noticeable promise with the savings in flexural reinforcement and
concrete formwork. Figures 26 and 27 display both readily anticipated benefits.
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Figure 27: Formwork Cost Differential, (UCBS - Standard)
Perhaps the most tangible result that could merit the use of an upturned concrete beam system is
the payoff period in which the operating cost savings will exceed lost expenses in construction.
-$1.50 - - - -
As has been previously stated repeatedly, the extrapolation of data from this report for specific
design scenarios is strongly discouraged, as all structural topologies and environmental systems
are extremely site-dependent. These results are simply used to assess the feasibility of such a
system. Although it is difficult to quantify operating costs of standard buildings, the average
annual cost of heating, cooling, and fan energy costs is approximately $0.38 per square foot [20].
By assuming a conservative 20% savings based upon the findings of Section 2.1 for use of
natural ventilation with exposed ceiling thermal mass, a payoff period for the $76,780 difference
between the optimized upturned beam and standard T-beam floor systems is almost 50 years,
which is the design life of typical buildings. For perspective, the $3.05 per square foot
difference between access flooring and suspended ceiling costs payback period by itself is about
40 years. On the other hand if potential operating savings are realized on the order of 50% as
was mentioned with the addition of pre-cooling in Section 2.1, a payback period for the whole
system would be on the order of 15 to 20 years.
6.o Further Investigation
While the results of the case-study highlighted the major structural and construction advantages
of the upturned concrete beam system, several issues pose interesting questions for further
discussion. The first area of concern is the use of conservative ACI coefficients to determine the
governing moment distribution for the beams. As was discussed in the introduction of Chapter
5, the actual moment distribution is heavily dependent upon the relative bending rigidities of the
beams to the columns. In scenarios where the beams are substantially stiffer than the girders,
positive moments can begin to dominate the moment distribution. To address this concern, a
separate analysis was conducted assuming a simply supported span. From Section 3.1, the
inherent properties of T-beams suggest that an upturned beam system would not be as effective
as a standard T-beam system in positive bending. However, the results of the original case-study
exhibited significant limitations on the minimum width of the beam for UCBS in negative
bending. More specifically, the beam stems were not always able to fit the necessary tensile
reinforcing to resist the larger bending moments. While the results of the alternative case study
proved the standard T-beam to have an equal cost advantage as the original analysis for a 24 inch
deep beam, the results again showed that upturned sections in positive bending are better at
fitting increased amounts of tensile reinforcement. The implications of this could be extended to
architectural constraints that significantly limit the in-between floor height where reduced beam
stem thicknesses may be more economical. The tabulated results of this alternative case study
are shown in Appendix 9.4.
Another point for discussion is the UCBS shear disadvantage resulting from the cold joint
construction methodology. An alternative floor topology could perhaps diminish the detrimental
effects of the cold joint and accentuate the flexural gains in the concrete. By increasing the beam
spans, moment magnitudes increase quadratically whereas shear magnitudes only increase
linearly. Figure 25 also showed promise for the use of 8000 psi concrete. For the increased web
thickness needed to resist larger moment of longer spans, 8000 psi tended to stabilize its shear
reinforcement cost per square foot far more efficiently than lower strength concretes. If an
architect prefers larger column-free space, this option could prove quite sufficient at minimizing
cost deficiencies.
Another alternative to potentially reduce the detrimental effects of the cold joint is the inclusion
of transverse keyways mentioned briefly in Section 4.2. Theoretically, direct shear transfer
applied perpendicularly to keyed concrete surfaces acting with the existing web stirrups could
potentially eliminate the need for additional web reinforcing at the cold joint. This could result
in major structural savings and drastically improve the theoretical payoff period for using the
UCBS.
A final option for potentially eliminating any disadvantage from the cold joint construction
methodology is to embed prefabricated steel truss sections in the concrete of the beams. Theses
trusses, either made from welded rebar or light-gage steel, could be designed to resist all
diagonal and horizontal shear forces through the optimizing of web geometry and topology.
Conceivably the greatest structural advantage of prefabricated trusses is the ability to angle web
members to resist horizontal forces axially and not exclusively with dowel action. Additionally,
they would provide extra flexural steel for the compressive and tensile regions. While this
option may seem extensive in terms of off-site preparation, the benefits of minimizing
reinforcement labor are vast.
Frequently in this study and general concrete design, emphasis is placed on minimizing dead
load through optimizing cross sections. The designers of the U.S. Federal Building attempted to
facilitate this maxim through the use of lightweight concrete. It was determined, however, that
lightweight concrete acted more as an insulator than an effective thermal mass that releases heat
[21]. Although this idea was dismissed in that specific application, further investigation may
prove highly beneficial if lighter concretes can perform with the same environmental efficiency.
Given the implications of this study on the cost-feasibility of an upturned concrete beam system
for improved thermal performance, further optimization can be provided regarding specific
sustainable features of the UCBS materials. Through the application of life cycle analyses
(LCAs), a more extensive analysis that includes cost data can effectively guide designers to
make both economical and environmentally-conscious decisions.
7.0 Conclusion
In order to address the need for significant reductions in building operating energy, this
investigation evaluated the structural, constructability, and environmental performances of the
upturned concrete beam system through a case-study and extensive cost analysis. After
reviewing qualitative benefits of applying natural ventilation with exposed thermal mass, the
theoretical structural design principles and construction methodologies were quantifiably tested
to ascertain the system's feasibility.
While Section 2.1 explained that natural ventilation aided by exposed thermal mass can increase
operating efficiencies by as much as fifty percent and more conservatively by twenty percent,
accurate efficiencies were shown to be extremely site-specific and difficult to quantify through
the extrapolation of case study data. Nevertheless, the inherent structural and constructability
properties associated with effectively inverting a typical floor system so as to expose the
concrete ceiling were analyzed and tested. Results showed that while the optimized UCBS
proved more cost-efficient in flexure, formwork, and finishing, total material and labor costs
proved to be 17.2% more expensive relative to the optimized T-beam floor construction.
Specifically, the two-stage placement of the UCBS introduces a cold joint near the neutral axis,
thus requiring considerably more web reinforcement. This detriment of the upturned beam
system is compounded by the larger disadvantage in cost of access flooring relative to suspended
ceiling typical of standard construction practices. The UCBS construction methodology did,
however, have the innate advantage of low-difficulty construction. Moreover, designers can use
this case-study to focus on specific detriments that may be alleviated to perform the overall
performance of the building.
In assessing the feasibility of the global system in a building, the payoff period proves to be the
simplest method. For the associated losses in construction costs coupled with the savings in
building operating costs, the payback period was estimated to be on the order of 50 years, which
is typical for buildings of this magnitude. Although it may be easy for some owners to choose
sustainable building solutions, the choice surely becomes less difficult for the rest when the
bottom line agrees.
It is conceivable that the greatest implication of this analysis and case-study is the need for
structural engineers to challenge the efficiency of other building disciplines in order to create
more sustainable designs. Conversely, structural engineers need to be prepared to contest their
own intuitions when posed with unique building issues so as not to rule out designs that may be
feasible and more efficient. And most importantly, in an era where the reduction of energy
consumption is paramount, it is now the responsibility of the structural engineer to seek and
provide the most efficient building systems for the structure's entire life and not merely its
construction.
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q.o Appendices
9.1 Design Calculations
9.1.1 Design Input Calculations
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9.1.2. Slab Thickness and Reinforcing Design
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9683.33
729.00
8.00
0.85
0.85
0.0135
0.90
S(-) 39334.00 39334.00
A -0.50 -0.50
B 244.80 244.80
C -116.20 -116.20
a (in) 1st iter 0.48 0.48
p0.0029 0.00290.0018 0.0018
p final
As (in2) (per side) 0.2772 0.2772
Ma+99.60 99.60
Ma- (k-in) 116.20 116.20
Ec3122.02 3122.02
Es (ksi) 29000.00 29000.00
n 9.29 9.29
I,uncracked (in^4) 785.30 785.30
c (in)0.56 0.56
cr461.25 461.25
fr0.41 0.41
Mcr (k-in) 38.22 38.22
e+479.56 479.56
le- (inA4) 472.78 472.78
le, av (inA4) 476.17 476.17
Asimple (in), immediate 0.24 0.24
Afixed (in), immediate 0.05 0.05
p (Nilson 6.13) 1.10 1.10
Atotal w/ 5 yr long term (in)
I/480 (in) 0.50 0.50
Deflection Error (in) -0.05 -0.05
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9.1.3 Flexural Reinforcement Design
28.50 28.50
85.50 40.50
12.00 12.00
21.50 21.50
2.50 2.50
24.00 24.00
9.00 9.00
16.25 9.13
16.25 9.13
6027.50 3187.75
5875.00 3107.10
4196.43 2219.36
6527.78 3452.33
3.00 3.00
60.00 60.00
0.85 0.85
0.85 0.85
0.01 0.01
0.90 0.90
0.0135 0.0135
3.48 3.48
6.83 6.83
8.03 8.03
3779.46 3779.46
2748.32 0.00
0.0021 0.0021
59.93 59.93
-15.30 -15.30
657.90 657.90
-6527.78 -3452.33
15.53 6.12
2.41
5.89 3.12
8.31 3.12
6.83 6.12
8.03 7.20
0.00 0.00
4662.70 2465.95
28.50 28.50
85.50 40.50
12.00 12.00
21.50 21.50
2.50 2.50
24.00 24.00
9.00 9.00
16.25 9.13
6027.50 3187.75
5875.00 3107.10
4196.43 2219.36
4662.70 2465.95
3.00 3.00
111.00 111.00
60.00 60.00
0.85 0.85
0.85 0.85
0.01 0.01
0.90 0.90
0.01 0.01
24.82 11.76
6.83 6.83
8.03 8.03
26928.69 12755.69
0.00 0.00
0.0021 0.0021
59.93 59.93
-109.01 -51.64
4687.54 2220.41
-4662.70 -2465.95
1.02 1.14
3.70 1.96
3.70 1.96
1.02 1.14
1.20 1.34
0.00 0.00
1.29
0.00
3.70
9.08
5.89
12.47
1.96
0.00
1.96
5.69
3.12
9.08
9.1.4. Shear Reinforcing Design
85.89
0.75
114.52
28.26
4.00
0.267
0.27
4788.00
1280.66
45.43
0.75
60.57
28.26
4.00
0.100
0.10
4788.00
479.61
9.2 Case Study UCBS Gross Cost per Floor
Upturned Concrete Beam System Gross Cost per Flo
Minimum $=
*Blank entries represent beams that failed reinforcing fit checks
h (in)
fc bw (in)
3 ksi $525,1 $533, c
3 ksi $529,6 $538,E
3 ksi $528,2 $534,2 $543,9
3 ksi $530, c  $533,C $538,E $547,1
3 ksi $536,2 $537,E $543,E $552,-
3 ksi $541,5 $542,E $548,3 $557,,
3 ksi $546, c  $547,4 $553,C $562,'
3 ksi $552,3 $552,4 $557,E $567,
3 ksi $557,E $557,2 $562,E $571,E
3 ksi $563,4 $562,2 $567,4 $576,(
3 ksi $584, c  $568, c  $567,2 $572,1 $581,%
3 ksi $586,4 $574,4 $572,3 $576, c  $586,(
3 ksi $587, c  $579, c  $577,2 $581,7 $590,E
3 ksi $590,c $585,4 $582,4 $586, $595,
3 ksi $594,2 $591,C $587,5 $591,3 $600,
3 ksi $599,1 $596,7 $592,E $596,1 $605,(
4 ksi $523,3 $532,%
4 ksi $528,C $537,:
4 ksi $526,2 $532,E $542,(
4 ksi $529,7 $531,1 $537,4 $546,E
4 ksi $535,1 $535,c $542,1 $551,E
4 ksi $540,5 $540,7 $546,E $556,e
4 ksi $545,7 $545,E $551,E $561,-
4 ksi $550,c $550,E $556,2 $565,(
4 ksi $567,E $556,2 $555,r $561,1 $570,J
4 ksi $571,1 $561,6 $560,4 $565,E $575,
4 ksi $574,E $567,1 $565,4 $570,5 $580,d
4 ksi $579,c $572,E $570,4 $575,2 $584,(
4 ksi $585,4 $578,1 $575,2 $580,C $589,(
4 ksi $591,1 $583,7 $580,2 $584,E $594,z
4 ksi $596, c  $589,2 $585,4 $589,E $599,,
4 ksi $602,7 $594,c  $590,4 $594,3 $603,(
5 ksi $531,j
5 ksi $527,1 $536,(
5 ksi $525,1 $531,E $541,d
5 ksi $529,C $530,C $536,5 $546,%
5 ksi $534,2 $534,E $541,3 $551,
5 ksi $539,2 $539,7 $546,1 $555,
5 ksi $544,E $544,E $550,E $560,;
5 ksi $559,c $549, c  $549,4 $555,5 $565,!
5 ksi $565,4 $555,2 $554,2 $560,2 $570,:
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
$571,C
$576,7
$582,5
$588,E
$594,.
$600,.r
$606,7
$567,2
$572,7
$578,4
$584,2
$590,1
$596,C
$602,1
$608,2
$614,4
$595,2
$601,4
$607,7
$614,1
$620,E
$627,1
$633,E
$640,
$647,1
$653,
$660,E
$560,7
$566,1
$571,E
$577,1
$582,E
$588,1
$593,7
$537, c
$543,2
$548,5
$554,C
$559,5
$565,C
$570,6
$576,2
$581,E
$587,5
$593,2
$598,E
$604,E
$568,C
$573, c
$580,C
$586,C
$592,1
$598,1
$604,2
$610,4
$616,5
$622,E
$628,E
$635,C
$641,2
$647,4
$559,2
$564,1
$569,C
$574,C
$578,
$583,E
$588,E
$534,E
$539, c
$545,C
$550,1
$555,2
$560,]
$565,4
$570,E
$575,E
$580,E
$585,
$591,1
$596,2
$601,4
$572,2
$578,2
$584,
$590,
$596,2
$602,2
$608,2
$614,2
$620,2
$626,2
$632,2
$638,2
$644,
$650,2
$564,
$569,6
$574,4
$579,1
$583,E
$588,.
$593,3
$532,1
$537,1
$542,2
$547,2
$552,2
$557,2
$562,
$567,2
$572,3
$577,3
$582,
$587,
$592,
$597,4
$602,4
$607,4
$569,4
$575,E
$582,2
$588,
$594,8
$601,1
$607,4
$613,7
$620,C
$626,
$632,6
$638, c
$645,2
$651,E
$657,7
$664,C
$575,(
$579,7
$584,%
$589,"
$594,
$598,7
$603,1
$542,(
$547,-
$552,4
$557,1
$562,E
$568,(
$573,1
$578,-
$583,%
$588,4
$593,%
$598,7
$603,E
$608,c
$614,(
$619,1
$581,%
$588,-
$595,1
$602,(
$608,E
$615,E
$622,
$629,
$636,
$642,
$649,1
$656,E
$664,
$672,3
$680,:
$688,:
9.3 Case Study Standard T-Beam Gross Cost
Standard T-Beam Floor System Gross Cost per Floc
Minimum $= 1
*Blank entries represent beams that failed reinforcing fit checks
h (in)
fc bw (in)
3 ksi $450,4 $453,7 $460,
3 ksi $453,E $456,E $463,!
3 ksi $466,E $456,5 $459,5 $467,(
3 ksi $468,. $459,4 $462,8 $471,(
3 ksi $470,2 $462,C $466,g $475,r
3 ksi $472,3 $465,E $470,2 $479,j
3 ksi $475,1 $469,1 $473,c  $483,f
3 ksi $477,5 $472,4 $477,E $488,
3 ksi $480,1 $475,7 $481,3 $494,C
3 ksi $483,5 $479,C $485,C $500,2
3 ksi $487,C $482,4 $490,2 $506,z
3 ksi $490,4 $485,7 $495,7 $512,'
3 ksi $493,E $489,C $501,2 $518,J
3 ksi $497,1 $492,5 $507,1 $525,;
3 ksi $500,4 $497,E $512, c  $531 ,
3 ksi $587,E $503,7 $502,E $518,c $538,1
4 ksi $447,7 $451,2 $457,(
4 ksi $450,6 $453,5 $461,j
4 ksi $459,3 $453,4 $456,E $465,7
4 ksi $462,2 $455,E $460,4 $469,7
4 ksi $464,E $458,C $464,1 $473,7
4 ksi $467,2 $462,2 $467,7 $477,E
4 ksi $469,5 $465,4 $471,3 $483,1
4 ksi $472,7 $468,7 $474,8 $489,(
4 ksi $476,1 $472,C $479,E $495,1
4 ksi $479,3 $475,2 $485,C $501,
4 ksi $482,E $478,3 $490,6 $507,
4 ksi $485,4 $482,1 $496,2 $513,
4 ksi $558,E $488,3 $487,2 $502,1 $520,
4 ksi $558,C $491,1 $492,4 $507, c  $526,
4 ksi $558,7 $493,c  $497,7 $513,c $533,
4 ksi $559,4 $496,7 $503,1 $520,C $540,
5 ksi $449,C $456,
5 ksi $448,4 $451,c $460,C
5 ksi $456,C $450,5 $455,6 $465,(
5 ksi $458,E $453,7 $459,3 $469,(
5 ksi $460,c  $457,C $463,C $473,"
5 ksi $463,4 $460,3 $466,E $479,
5 ksi $466,8 $463,E $470,5 $485,
5 ksi $470,1 $466,E $476,C $491,
5 ksi $473,C $470,C $481,6 $497,1
5 ksi $475,E $473,6 $487,3 $504,'
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
$541,E
$541,C
$541,1
$541,1
$541,C
$540, c
$541,7
$541,3
$540,E
$540,2
$539,6
$538, c
$559,6
$558,7
$557,7
$556,E
$558,7
$561,E
$564,7
$478,7
$481,E
$484,4
$487,2
$490,2
$495,1
$463,E
$466,2
$468,7
$472,1
$475,4
$478,4
$481,4
$484,4
$487,3
$490,2
$493,1
$497,c
$503,1
$508,3
$495,5
$499,4
$503,4
$507,3
$511,1
$514,c
$518,7
$522,5
$528,3
$534,3
$540,E
$546,8
$553,2
$559,E
$478,7
$484,C
$489,3
$494,7
$500,3
$505,E
$454,C
$456,4
$459,4
$462,
$466,4
$469,E
$473,2
$476,E
$481,C
$486,4
$491,
$497,
$503,
$509,2
$515,2
$521,3
$487,5
$491,1C
$496,E
$501,2
$505,E
$510,2
$516,E
$523,2
$530,1
$537,1
$544,2
$551,
$558,c
$566,4
$574,C
$581,E
$493,1
$499,1
$505,1
$511,3
$517,.5
$523,S
$457,5
$461,4
$465,4
$469,3
$473,1
$477,3
$483,1
$489,1
$495,2
$501,4
$507,7
$514,2
$520,7
$527,4
$534,2
$541,1
$495,1
$500,5
$505,c
$511,3
$518,E
$526,4
$534,2
$542,1
$550,1
$558,3
$566,E
$575,C
$583,6
$592,3
$601,1
$610,1
$510,;
$517,:
$524,'
$530,(
$537, ,
$544,(
$466,%
$470, ,
$475,:
$479,%
$485,E
$492,:
$498,(
$505,1
$512,1
$519,1
$526,E
$533,c
$541,-
$548,
$556,
$563,
$506,
$512,(
$519,-
$528,
$536,(
$545,-
$554,1
$563,E
$573,(
$582,'
$591,E
$601,,
$611,
$621,
$631,
$641,
9.4 Increased Positive Moment Gross Cost Data
Upturned Beam Floor System Gross Cost per Floor
Minimum$-
*Blank entries represent beams that failed reinforcing fit checks
h (in)
f'c bw (in) 12 18 24 30 36
3 ksi 10 $522,433 $531,879
3 ksi 12 $527,129 $536,671
3 ksi 14 $532,793 $524,725 $535,131
3 ksi 16 $529,076 $530,001 $536,586 $546,306
3 ksi 18 $534,264 $534,851 $541,347 $551,151
3 ksi 20 $539,389 $539,724 $546,108 $555,988
3 ksi 22 $544,642 $544,591 $550,819 $560,749
3 ksi 24 $559,951 $549,954 $549,469 $555,531 $565,509
3 ksi 26 $565,430 $555,313 $554,358 $560,246 $570,267
3 ksi 28 $571,042 $560,713 $559,257 $564,962 $575,024
3 ksi 30 $576,768 $566,148 $564,166 $569,681 $579,779
3 ksi 32 $582,596 $571,614 $569,085 $574,401 $584,534
3 ksi 34 $588,515 $577,111 $574,014 $579,124 $589,287
3 ksi 36 $594,518 $582,635 $578,952 $583,850 $594,040
3 ksi 38 $600,598 $588,185 $583,899 $588,577 $598,792
3 ksi 40 $606,749 $593,760 $588,855 $593,307 $603,543
4 ksi 10 $532,165 $542,061
4 ksi 12 $537,176 $547,225
4 ksi 14 $537,694 $526,689 $534,834 $545,934
4 ksi 16 $537,970 $539,925 $547,241 $557,593
4 ksi 18 $543,225 $545,016 $552,298 $562,802
4 ksi 20 $548,582 $550,124 $557,354 $568,001
4 ksi 22 $554,040 $555,220 $562,357 $573,124
4 ksi 24 $567,237 $559,542 $560,325 $567,361 $578,245
4 ksi 26 $572,793 $565,081 $565,438 $572,365 $583,363
4 ksi 28 $578,468 $570,653 $570,559 $577,371 $588,480
4 ksi 30 $584,249 $576,254 $575,689 $582,379 $593,595
4 ksi 32 $590,125 $581,883 $580,828 $587,388 $598,709
4 ksi 34 $596,089 $587,539 $585,975 $592,399 $603,821
4 ksi 36 $602,132 $593,219 $591,131 $597,413 $608,933
4 ksi 38 $608,249 $598,924 $596,296 $602,428 $614,044
4 ksi 40 $614,431 $604,651 $601,470 $607,446 $619,154
5 ksi 10 $569,464 $581,311
5 ksi 12 $575,853 $588,242
5 ksi 14 $568,449 $563,700 $574,897 $588,825
5 ksi 16 $573,998 $578,303 $588,562 $602,008
5 ksi 18 $580,004 $584,309 $594,880 $608,845
5 ksi 20 $595,274 $586,043 $590,314 $601,191 $615,675
5 ksi 22 $601,485 $592,106 $596,319 $607,495 $622,497
5 ksi 24 $607,786 $598,189 $602,323 $613,795 $629,314
5 ksi 26 $614,164 $604,291 $608,327 $620,090 $636,126
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
$620,610
$627,117
$633,684
$640,373
$647,142
$653,981
$660,884
$567,237
$572,793
$578,468
$584,249
$590,125
$596,089
$602,132
$608,249
$614,431
$595,274
$601,485
$607,786
$614,164
$620,610
$627,117
$633,684
$640,373
$647,142
$653,981
$660,884
$610,409
$616,543
$622,691
$628,853
$635,028
$641,216
$647,417
$537,970
$543,225
$548,582
$554,040
$559,542
$565,081
$570,653
$576,254
$581,883
$587,539
$593,219
$598,924
$604,651
$568,038
$573,998
$580,004
$586,043
$592,106
$598,189
$604,291
$610,409
$616,543
$622,691
$628,853
$635,028
$641,216
$647,417
$614,332
$620,338
$626,344
$632,351
$638,359
$644,367
$650,377
$534,860
$539,925
$545,016
$550,124
$555,220
$560,325
$565,438
$570,559
$575,689
$580,828
$585,975
$591,131
$596,296
$601,470
$572,295
$578,303
$584,309
$590,314
$596,319
$602,323
$608,327
$614,332
$620,338
$626,344
$632,351
$638,359
$644,367
$650,377
$626,381
$632,667
$638,951
$645,230
$651,507
$657,781
$664,052
$532,165
$537,176
$542,201
$547,241
$552,298
$557,354
$562,357
$567,361
$572,365
$577,371
$582,379
$587,388
$592,399
$597,413
$602,428
$607,446
$569,464
$575,853
$582,236
$588,562
$594,880
$601,191
$607,495
$613,795
$620,090
$626,381
$632,667
$638,951
$645,230
$651,507
$657,781
$664,052
$642,932
$649,734
$656,628
$664,471
$672,376
$680,343
$688,373
$542,061
$547,225
$552,401
$557,593
$562,802
$568,001
$573,124
$578,245
$583,363
$588,480
$593,595
$598,709
$603,821
$608,933
$614,044
$619,154
$581,311
$588,242
$595,162
$602,008
$608,845
$615,675
$622,497
$629,314
$636,126
$642,932
$649,734
$656,628
$664,471
$672,376
$680,343
$688,373
System Gross Cost per Floor
entries represent beams that failed reinforcing fit checks
h (in)
f'c Lbw(in) 12 18 24 30 36
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
3 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
4 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
$450,180
$451,494
$452,942
$455,228
$457,460
$459,315
$461,152
$462,976
$464,772
$466,530
$468,243
$470,259
$474,078
$457,835
$459,279
$461,647
$463,811
$465,777
$467,738
$469,672
$471,567
$473,413
$475,204
$479,008
$483,089
$487,298
$491,063
$493,987
$496,796
$499,585
$502,332
$505,023
$544,877 $507,741
$542,910 $512,546
$440,384
$442,101
$445,313
$447,558
$449,803
$452,026
$454,213
$456,353
$458,917
$462,966
$467,130
$471,406
$475,794
$480,292
$484,898
$448,801
$450,162
$439,898
$454,487
$456,911
$459,307
$461,663
$463,965
$467,316
$471,654
$476,117
$480,703
$485,408
$490,234
$495,177
$500,239
$482,296
$485,650
$478,240
$492,834
$496,365
$499,833
$505,040
$510,682
$516,466
$522,389
$528,450
$443,754
$445,656
$438,999
$450,926
$453,526
$456,082
$458,913
$463,358
$467,917
$472,587
$477,366
$482,254
$487,249
$492,351
$497,560
$502,874
$452,281
$455,153
$448,921
$460,868
$463,662
$466,805
$471,593
$476,504
$481,537
$486,689
$491,959
$497,347
$502,851
$508,472
$514,208
$520,059
$489,866
$494,251
$490,144
$502,937
$509,362
$515,930
$522,637
$529,481
$536,462
$543,577
$550,827
$451,612
$454,644
$450,149
$460,629
$463,687
$468,617
$473,660
$478,813
$484,074
$489,443
$494,919
$500,501
$506,189
$511,981
$517,880
$523,882
$461,321
$464,640
$460,511
$471,146
$476,324
$481,784
$487,365
$493,065
$498,883
$504,817
$510,867
$517,033
$523,314
$529,710
$536,221
$542,846
$501,182
$506,319
$505,459
$519,883
$527,497
$535,248
$543,134
$551,155
$559,310
$567,597
$576,018
Standard T.
Minimum
$=
*Blank
$526,139
$524,160
$523,212
$522,139
$521,012
$519,832
$525,920
$524,434
$522,894
$521,292
$519,625
$517,888
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
5 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
6 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
8 ksi
$540,864
$538,736
$539,791
$541,792
$543,704
$525,920
$524,434
$522,894
$521,292
$519,625
$517,888
$544,877
$542,910
$540,864
$538,736
$539,791
$541,792
$543,704
$517,498
$522,596
$527,836
$533,216
$538,736
$456,434
$457,835
$459,279
$461,647
$463,811
$465,777
$467,738
$469,672
$471,567
$473,413
$475,204
$479,008
$483,089
$487,298
$488,119
$491,063
$493,987
$496,796
$499,585
$502,332
$505,023
$507,741
$512,546
$517,498
$522,596
$527,836
$533,216
$538,736
$534,648
$540,981
$547,448
$554,050
$560,786
$448,801
$450,162
$452,062
$454,487
$456,911
$459,307
$461,663
$463,965
$467,316
$471,654
$476,117
$480,703
$485,408
$490,234
$495,177
$500,239
$482,296
$485,650
$489,253
$492,834
$496,365
$499,833
$505,040
$510,682
$516,466
$522,389
$528,450
$534,648
$540,981
$547,448
$554,050
$560,786
$558,210
$565,726
$573,375
$581,156
$589,070
$452,281
$455,153
$458,026
$460,868
$463,662
$466,805
$471,593
$476,504
$481,537
$486,689
$491,959
$497,347
$502,851
$508,472
$514,208
$520,059
$489,866
$494,251
$498,591
$502,937
$509,362
$515,930
$522,637
$529,481
$536,462
$543,577
$550,827
$558,210
$565,726
$573,375
$581,156
$589,070
$584,570
$593,256
$602,073
$611,022
$620,102
$461,321
$464,640
$467,920
$471,146
$476,324
$481,784
$487,365
$493,065
$498,883
$504,817
$510,867
$517,033
$523,314
$529,710
$536,221
$542,846
$501,182
$506,319
$512,410
$519,883
$527,497
$535,248
$543,134
$551,155
$559,310
$567,597
$576,018
$584,570
$593,256
$602,073
$611,022
$620,102
